Interview with Sergej Movsesjan

Sergej Movsesjan (26 years old) is a chess globetrotter. He was born in Georgia, although he is Armenian. He has won chess championships of Bosnia, Czech Republic, Germany, Netherlands, Slovakia and Spain. Last season he played also in Russia and he is going to play chess league in Croatia soon. At the festival CZECH OPEN he was twice second. In Fischer chess STIBLIK OPEN he was beaten by David Navara by one point. In main active chess tournament CHLADEK & TINTERA OPEN he finished second after his team-mate from Baden-Baden Philipp Schlosser.

Are you satisfied with your performance at the CZECH OPEN?
I have met my expectations. I didn’t think about my placement, but I wanted to play good games. Fischer chess are just created for playing good games. Players try new kinds of movements. There were a couple of interesting games I have played.

Which game was the most interesting one?
It is hard to say. There was one really interesting game against Pavel Blatny. I decided at the beginning that I will sacrifice a chess-man. I just wanted to try this option, I simply couldn’t resist.  I am glad I won that match.

You know Philipp Schlosser from Baden-Baden. Was your game different because of this?
I could see we know each other well at the beginning of our duel. Philipp knew what I wanted to play. He is very strong chess player and confirmed that fact in the tournament. 

Is it hard to play several European leagues during the year?
That is life of professional chess player. But not every league is being played in weekends. Some of them are just one tournament and that’s it. Through the week I prepare for weekend games and I spend time with family. Then weekends are my work days. I see it better than contrariwise.

How do you prepare for your matches?
I work with computer a lot. I search databases and try to find as much as possible about my opponent. I study his previous games and prepare for situations that might happen during our match.

Is there league that is the number one, with the highest priority for you?
Every league has something special. We have always the biggest expectations in Baden-Baden. It is very strong team there. But I am also glad for Pardubice team. It is very young team and there is always great atmosphere among us. We have won two championships, it is very important for me. I live here. But you can’t say one league is better than other. I try to play as good as possible and give my best for the team all the time.

Which other things do you like to do?
I like relaxing. I read a lot. I have red almost every book from King, he is my favorite author. But I don’t have a lot of free time right now. I try to give all my time to my family, which is the most important thing of my life.

Do you read also chess literature?
I don’t read books very often, but I like magazines. Good one is New In Chess. I like not only results of games and information like that, but I also like reading about interesting things at tournaments. Actually, it is chess fiction.

Except chess do you play any other game?
I like backgammon. I also play modern board games like Settlers of Catan. Sometimes I play manager-type football and ice-hockey computer games.

Do you watch football and ice-hockey?
I watch more ice-hockey. Year after I came to Pardubice, I started to attend our ice-hockey team matches (in 1995). It is a lot of fun. In football I like only Champions League, I don’t like Czech league. And of course I also watched World Cup last month a lot.

I have never found out, where did you learn Czech. Could you tell me?
I have never attended school or language course. To be honest, I haven’t red grammar book at all. I learn languages by meeting people. I try to communicate as much as possible, even if I make mistakes. I listen people’s pronunciation and that’s how I improve. Now, when people meet my, they think I might be a foreigner, but as soon as I start talking, they see I am not foreigner. It is funny. Maybe I have ability to learn languages easily. 

How many languages do you speak?
Eight. English, German, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Czech, I don’t count Slovakian language, Polish, Armenian and Georgian.

But you had to learn also Slovak somewhere, right?
When we came to Czech Republic, half of the tournaments were held in Slovakia. I learned Slovak even before I finished learning Czech. I have one policy – speak with people in their own language if it is possible. That’s why I have learned so many languages.

